STUDENT SATISFACTION SURVEY 2020-21

21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience in your institution.246 responses
More practical approach towards examples given can be adopted

The teachers are extremely indulged, they illustrate and solve various problems in the class
itself and they promote student- teacher engagement on a higher level.
Amazing faculty and learning experience
1. Duration of time table should be reduced it is very long from 8:30 to 5:00 which leads to low
productivity and lack of motivation to attend classes. 2. Compulsory attendence of 75%
should be reduced to 50% atleast because many students face connectivity issues and lack of
accessories and have limited data. It creates huge pressure on students. 3. Classes should be
more interactive
No suggestions as college is much more than what I thought of it. 100℅ satisfied with my
college.
The teachers who are teaching in SRCC are the best in communication skills. They make u s to
understand all the concepts to a very greater extent The teaching method always be the best
student centric.
The learning experience and the faculty is great. The teaching is inclusive and practical.
So far it the best It was always my personal problem like bad network, sickness etc which are
beyond their control
The learning experience in my institution is excellent, it is more than I ever expected.
No suggestions but keep on doing the same, my college is doing very well in overall teaching.
1. Hybrid system comprising online and offline classes should be followed so as to ensure
best possible results. Online mode of teaching has little to moderate power of imparting
knowledge. 2. Regular breaks should be provided between classes so as to allow students to
copy whatever notes they missed and to let them rejuvenate for the next class. 3. Class time
should not exceed 50 mins because that is the maximum concentration span on online mode
and it becomes difficult thereafter.
Teachers are constrained due to their technological adaptability. But all my teachers are
doing THE BEST within their constraints. The college is the best.
Please reopen college
Need to increase interaction in class Need take sessions on the development of soft skills
Personal counselling
So far so good It is the students problems like bad network, sickness etc which are beyond
the control of the institution
Observations:- •Active discussions in classes have provided a good learning experience.
•Interactive co curricular activities and sessions have helped in overall personal growth.
Suggestions:- •Partial offline classes can improve the learning experience.

My personal viewpoint is that the teaching-leaening experience at SRCC is par excellence 🙂
The teachers are really hard working & they put their heart and soul into everything they
teach.. They try and make every class interesting even though it’s so tough to do that in the
virtual mode. Overall, it’s just perfect ✨
The teachers are doing their best in every possible way. So, no suggestions.
A few teachers use this white screen method to teach and these few teachers tech very well.
Teachers should understand the problem faced by students
Suggestions for improving the learning experience : 1.Offline mode for classes,so that our
classroom participation increases. 2.Winter internship opportunity, live projects, access to
add value courses from coursera. 3.Regular feedback on assignments.
Overall good but need physical interactive session at the college.
Lessen the length of classes and give more time to work on the self upskilling
1. According to my experience with the online classes I found that teachers are putting their
best efforts to make us understand things clearly but the only hindrance is a lack of practical
experience because we are devoid of labs and live examples. 2. Teachers in my college are
very innovative and creative while teaching. Even without getting a chance to look at our facial
experience and guessing whether we are getting things, they are able to make out whether a
topic needs to be elaborated upon more & whether students are getting things. I don't find any
scope of improvement except taking classes in offline mode.
1. must have good internet connection , many times teachers suffers some glitches . 2.
backgrounds voice must eliminated 3.at last ,i think teachers are giving their 100% while
teaching so i dont think that i should give any suggestion in context of teaching .
Offline Classes
Online zoom classes are hectic and duration of classes sometimes too much to bear, offline
mode is most preferable.
Already the institute is very effective in it's methods of teaching and imparting Knowledge.
Connecting with practical life examples to make theoritical subjects more intresting Proper
setup for virtual classes to gather interest of students Use of both Hindi and English language
as a medium of communication as mostly all students have a problem in understanding if a
teacher continues to deliver lecture in English
- Classes can be made more interactive. - Instead of taking one internal exam, teachers can
conduct regular assignments on monthly/ weekly basis by leveraging their marks and
increasing student turn up in classes - Instead of teacher explaining the entire topic, teachers
can let student explain their understanding of it, which will lead to more interactive sessions.

My overall experience is really very good, but our academics are suffering due to online mode
of teaching. It's my request to the concerned authorities that colleges must be reopened on
priority basis.
1. Encourage students to ask them questions 2. Identify and support struggling students
From best classroom experience to best college life experience, SRCC have helped me to
grow, reinvent myself and build my persona. It helped me to ponder over various social issues
and has evolved me to be a more responsive - both empathetically & professionally, and a
culturally versed individual who loves adding values to her community.

